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The objective of this paper is to propose a design for empirical tests of Fararo and Kosaka’s 
theory of images of stratifi cation. The theory provides formal and axiomatic explanation of 
how popular perceptions of social structure emerge out of ordinary social interaction as 
its by-product, and the research design described in this paper makes use of the factorial 
survey technique, also called vignette analysis to test some consequences derived from 
that theory. Vignettes are descriptions of fi ctitious persons, but they can refer to other 
entities as well. A number of such vignettes are presented to respondents, whose task is to 
assess them in terms of a criterion indicated by a researcher. 
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INTRODUCTION
The objective of the present paper is to propose a research project aimed at 
empirical testing of a recent formal theory of images of social stratifi cation (Fararo 
and Kosaka 2003). The images of social stratifi cation and class structure have been 
investigated by sociologists for long, but most of this work has been empirical, 
designed to describe differences between images held be members of different 
societies or the same society at different times, or by various subgroups within 
the same society. This project, instead, is concerned with assessing a particular 
sociological theory of how images of social stratifi cation are generated in the 
course of social interaction (hereafter, Fararo-Kosaka theory) and, consequently, it 
proposes a theory-driven framework for testing the theory’s predictions. That the 
framework is theory-driven means that empirical procedures for collecting data 
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and the conditions under which the data are collected are designed by theoretical 
concepts and assumptions. In other words, in theory-driven research the choice of 
empirical operations and analytical tools is justifi ed by theory. Therefore, before 
presenting the details of the empirical design I fi rst describe the theory to be tested. 
Once its concepts, axioms, and predictions have been presented it will become 
clear what kind of data is needed for the theory to be tested thoroughly. Only then 
will I go on to discuss the particularities of the research design.
This project makes use of vignettes. Fararo-Kosaka theory is a theory about 
perceptions of social inequality and the vignettes have been developed specifi cally 
to study the structure of complex judgements, beliefs, and perceptions. For this 
technique to be usable in tests of Fararo-Kosaka theory, it must be appropriately 
tailored so that its application is consistent with how social interaction is modelled 
in that theory.
This paper is organised as follows. Below I present an overview of Fararo-
Kosaka theory, discussing the theory’s axioms and predictions derived from the 
axioms. The predictions are divided into three groups, the fi rst one focusing on the 
image of social structure, the second on the problem of self-location in the stratifi ed 
system, and the third one on the question of placing others in the stratifi ed system. 
In the following section, some attempts to test Fararo-Kosaka theory empirically 
are briefl y described, but main emphasis in this section is put on criticising the 
logic on which those tests were based. Generally, the problem with those tests is 
that they used inappropriate empirical evidence and, for this reason, their results 
are inconclusive as to whether or not Fararo-Kosaka theory is false. Finally, in the 
next section I outline a research design that can be used in empirical tests of Fararo-
Kosaka theory. Because the design makes use of vignettes, I briefl y describe vignette 
analysis as a research technique for studying judgements, but go on to focus on (i) 
applying the technique in the context of empirical tests of Fararo-Kosaka theory 
and (ii) describing the features that make data collected using this consistent with 
the theory’s scope requirements. The paper concludes with a short discussion.
OVERVIEW OF FARARO-KOSAKA THEORY
Axioms of Fararo-Kosaka theory
The focus of Fararo-Kosaka theory is on social interaction in social systems that 
are stratifi ed along various dimensions. More specifi cally, the theory explains how 
images of social stratifi cation, held by members of such systems, are generated as 
a by-product of ordinary social interaction and under what conditions such images 
develop into a stable form.
The theory assumes that social actors are stratifi ed along a number of salient 
dimensions and that the dimensions of stratifi cation are themselves ordered in regard 
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to their importance. It is therefore possible to combine positions occupied by the 
actors in each such dimension to arrive at a single ordering of the members of the 
system. In Fararo-Kosaka theory, the ordering is defi ned using the lexicographic 
rule (Fararo 1970; Fararo and Kosaka 2003). According to that rule, if person p 
occupies a higher position than person o in the most socially signifi cant dimension, 
then p is higher than o in the overall ordering, whatever positions they occupy in 
the remaining dimensions of stratifi cation. In turn, if p and o are status-equals with 
respect to the fi rst dimension, but o is higher along the second one, then o is also 
higher in the overall ordering of positions.
To illustrate, imagine there is a social system comprising three dimensions 
of stratifi cation such that each of these dimensions has two internal ranks: high 
(H) and low (L). Let us also suppose that the dimensions are themselves ordered 
with respect to their signifi cance. Then, by the lexicographic rule, there are eight 
positions in the system: HHH, HHL, HLH, HLL, LHH, LHL, LLH, LLL. If the 
dimensions are interpreted as power, wealth, and skills, respectively, then the 
system can be represented as HHH: the powerful, wealthy, and skilled; HHL: the 
powerful, wealthy, and unskilled; HLH: the powerful, poor, and skilled; HLL: the 
powerful, poor, and unskilled; LHH: the powerless, wealthy, and skilled; LHL: 
the powerless, wealthy, and unskilled; LLH: the powerless, poor, and skilled, and 
LLL: the powerless, poor, and unskilled. As one can see, a person who is powerful 
is always above the one who is powerless in the stratifi cation system, even if the 
former is poor and unskilled and the latter is wealthy and skilled.
The structure of the theory is such that it is based on nine axioms, some of 
which are theory’s ‘postulates’, assumed to be true, and some of which are theory’s 
‘scope conditions’, or statements which defi ne a class of circumstances in which 
the theory is applicable (Cohen 1989; Foschi 1997; Walker and Cohen 1985). 
The fi rst axiom of Fararo-Kosaka theory is the postulate of the lexicographic 
rule. In turn, the intuitive meaning behind Axiom 2 (stability of the stratifi cation 
system) is that no additional dimensions of stratifi cation, or lines of social division, 
emerge when the image-formation process is operating. Also, the number of ranks 
within these dimensions which are salient during the process is assumed to be 
fi xed. Thus, if power, wealth, and skills are the only characteristics which are 
salient in a community and, as in the example above, each of them divides the 
community into two categories, or statuses, then Axiom 2 implies that those same 
characteristics and divisions exist over time. Note that Axiom 2 contributes to an 
implicit defi nition of the time domain of the image-formation process: in systems 
undergoing rapid change of the stratifi cation structure, the time-domain has to be 
correspondingly small. 
Axiom 3 (fi xed positions of actors) limits the theory’s explanatory scope to 
images of social structure held by actors who are socially immobile. This is not 
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to say that only such social systems in which there is not any social mobility fall 
within the scope of Fararo-Kosaka theory. Instead, this axiom says that, while a 
large proportion of members of a social system may move from one position to 
another, the theory can account for images held by those members of that system 
who remain at fi xed positions for the duration of image-formation process.1
According to Axiom 4 (stream of interactive events), each episode of interaction 
is defi ned as involving a pair of actors and each actor is assumed to be an interactant 
in a subsequence of such episodes that is indefi nitely extended in time. Including 
this axiom in the theory assures that the stream of interactive episodes is long 
enough for each member of the social system to be able to acquire a stable image 
of the system’s stratifi cation.
By Axiom 5 (by-product assumption), members of a social system are 
characterised by some image of the system’s stratifi cation, where the image is 
treated as a ‘state variable’, namely, an entity that exhibits change over time. 
Additionally, the axiom stipulates that any changes in the images of stratifi cation 
held by social actors occur as unintended consequences of episodes of interaction 
defi ned by Axiom 4. Thus, Axiom 5 excludes the effects, if any, of such social 
institutions as mass media or ideology on the formation of the images. Again, 
the axiom is a simplifi cation of the actual social process, but the idealisation is 
motivated by the recognition that, once the said effects are included in the theory, 
its generality would be signifi cantly reduced by focusing on relatively modern 
social situations (Fararo and Kosaka 2003: 67). 
In Axiom 6 (initial-image state), social actors are assumed to begin their 
interactions in their actual classes, so that each actor initially views the social 
system as undifferentiated, that is, comprising only his or her own class. Axiom 
7 (conditional-probability matrix) is a scope condition which states that, in the 
course of social interaction, an incumbent of a given class position interacts with 
incumbents of all positions in the stratifi cation system defi ned by Axiom 1. The 
intended interpretation of Axiom 7 is that, for any two classes, the two classes are 
not socially isolated from each other.
Two fi nal axioms are crucial, because they specify what changes are possible in 
the images of stratifi cation developed by social actors and how these changes occur. 
According to Axiom 8 (the process of information search), actors enter successive 
episodes of interaction with an implicit goal of locating the other person they 
interact with in the stratifi cation system. Importantly, not all possible information 
as to the class location of the other is sought out, only that which is suffi cient to 
making a distinction between self and other. The process of information search 
refl ects the ordering of the dimensions in that actors start the search by comparing 
their position with that of the other along the fi rst, most socially signifi cant 
dimension, then move to the second most important dimension, and then to the 
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next one until all the dimensions are exhausted or a difference between self and 
other is identifi ed. In the former case, the other is classifi ed as belonging to the 
same class.
In regard to the hypothetical three-dimensional system mentioned above, 
suppose that an actor belonging to the HLL class encounters an other who occupies 
the same position. Searching for the status-relevant information regarding the other, 
the actor compares his or her position on the fi rst dimension with that of the other 
and, as no difference can be identifi ed with respect to this characteristic, he or she 
continues to do the searching along the second dimension, where no distinction can 
be drawn either, and the same happens in regard to the third dimension. Therefore, 
the other is classifi ed as status-equal.
Suppose further that in the next interactive episode the actor encounters someone 
from the HHL class. Again, the process of information search is activated and, as 
no difference can be identifi ed on the very fi rst dimension of power, the actor goes 
on to compare him- or herself with the other in regard to the second dimension of 
wealth and fi nds the other to be located higher on that dimension. Consequently, 
the other is classifi ed as HH.
Further, let us imagine that on still other occasion the actor interacts with 
someone from the LHH class. Upon activation, the information-search process 
is terminated already on the fi rst dimension. By Axiom 8, the other is therefore 
classifi ed as L. Note that if the other were from any of the classes LHH, LHL, 
LLH, or LLL, the same conclusion would be obtained.
Finally, Axiom 9 (image-state transformation) specifi es how an actor’s 
image at time t is transformed into that actor’s image at time t+1 as a result of 
the information search process. That is, once that process is completed in the 
given interactive episode, the actor obtains what is termed the sampled part of the 
actual class location of the other, denoted by cl(o), where o stands for the other 
in the interactive episode. This concept of the sampled part pertains to the actor’s 
perception of the other’s class location at the point where the difference between 
self and the other has been found. For instance, in the three hypothetical encounters 
described above, the sampled part of the other’s class location is given by HLL, 
HH, and L, respectively. According to Axiom 9, transition of the image from the 
state at time t to the state at time t+1 is determined by the following rules: 
a.  if cl(o) is represented in the image held by the actor, no change occurs, 
b.  if cl(o) is above the highest class in the image, then cl(o) becomes the 
new highest class, 
c.  if cl(o) is below the lowest class in the image, then cl(o) becomes the new 
lowest class, 
d.  if cl(o) is between some pair of classes, then it is ‘inserted’ between them 
in the new image.
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To sum up, the nine axioms listed above defi ne what is referred to as ‘the 
elementary form of the image formation process’ (Fararo and Kosaka 2003: 67). 
As we have seen, some of these axioms are simplifi cations of the actual social 
processes. This approach stems from the following: on the one hand, the scientifi c 
approach focuses on building simple models of complex phenomena; on the other, 
it is often useful to begin investigating a process with the simplest model and then 
gradually move to increasingly more sophisticated formulations.
Predictions of Fararo-Kosaka theory
The objective of this section is to investigate implications which follow from the 
nine axioms presented above. Instead of proving the theorems formally, however, 
I will rely on an illustrative application of the axiomatic basis to the hypothetical 
social system that was also used in the preceding discussion. Recall that members 
of the system are stratifi ed along three socially signifi cant dimensions: power, 
wealth, and skills, each of which divides the population into two statuses: high and 
low, and that power is more socially signifi cant than wealth which, in turn, is more 
socially signifi cant than skills. By Axiom 1, combination of the three bases of 
differentiation yields eight class locations: HHH, HHL, HLH, HLL, LHH, LHL, 
LLH, and LLL.
The predictions to be considered concern two major problems investigated by 
Fararo-Kosaka theory, that is, (i) the problem of ‘structural image’, or how are 
images of social stratifi cation dependent on the actual stratifi cation of the social 
system? (ii) the problem of ‘self-location’, or how is an actor’s perception of his 
or her own class position dependent on his or her image of social stratifi cation. 
A third major area of interest – how are images of the distribution of actors over 
the positions in a social system generated and how are they related to the process 
of image formation (Fararo and Kosaka 2003) – is not dealt with in this paper. 
Instead, in a further section, I present a novel prediction concerning locating others 
in the social hierarchy.
The structural image
In order to consider how images of stratifi cation are generated in the social system 
of interest, I make use of ‘the focal actor technique’. That is, I let a member 
of class HLL be the focal actor, denoted by p, and show how p’s perception of 
social stratifi cation changes as an unintended consequence of social interaction. 
The choice of the focal actor is, of course, arbitrary and it only serves illustrative 
purposes. 
By Axiom 6, p’s initial image of social structure is given by [HLL].2 Suppose 
now that the actor is involved in six successive encounters with members of classes 
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HLL, HHH, HLH, LHH, LHL, LLH, respectively. As regards the fi rst encounter, 
searching for the status-relevant information regarding the other, p compares his 
or her position on the fi rst dimension of power with that of the other, denoted by 
o, and, as no difference can be identifi ed with respect to this characteristic, he or 
she continues to do the searching along the second dimension of wealth, where no 
distinction can be drawn either, so he or she goes on to search for the difference 
along the third dimension of skills, where p and o are identical as well. Therefore, 
the other is classifi ed as status-equal and no revision is introduced into the image 
initially held by p.
In the next interactive event, the actor encounters someone from the HHH class. 
Again, the process of information search is activated and, as no difference can be 
identifi ed on the very fi rst dimension of power, the actor goes on to compare her- 
or himself with the other in regard to the second dimension of wealth and fi nds the 
other to be located higher on that dimension. Hence, cl(o) is given by HH in this 
encounter and, by Axiom 9, p’s image changes into [HH HLL]. 
In still another episode of interaction, p encounters a member of class HLH. As 
the person is equal to the focal actor in regard to the fi rst two dimensions and higher 
than the focal actor in regard to the third dimension, the other comes to be classifi ed as 
HLH and the focal actor’s image changes to [HH HLH HLL]. Further, on the fourth 
occasion the actor interacts with someone from the LHH class. Upon activation, the 
information-search process is terminated already on the fi rst dimension. By Axiom 
8, the other is therefore classifi ed as L and, by Axiom 9, p’s image transforms into 
[HH HLH HLL L]. Note that the process of information search will lead to the same 
output, that is, cl(o) = L, in the two remaining encounters. Consequently, the last 
two encounters will not introduce any changes in the image held by p and the image 
stabilises at [HH HLH HLL L]. 
More specifi cally, provided that the social system under analysis is stable 
(Axiom 2), that p’s location in the system remains fi xed for the duration of the 
image-formation process (Axiom 3) and no social isolation (in the sense of Axiom 
7) obtains in the system, then p will come to view the system’s stratifi cation as 
comprising four social classes: three classes of powerful persons who differ in the 
amount of wealth and skill they posses and an undifferentiated category of those 
who are powerless. Once p arrives at this image, no further interaction is likely 
to modify it, since from p’s point of view all classes in the system are already 
represented in the image. Therefore, such an image is termed ‘stable’ (Fararo and 
Kosaka 2003: 73-79).
What is more, the content of the stable image does not depend on the order in 
which the episodes of interactions occur. In other words, an image of the form [HH 
HLH HLL L] is predicted to emerge as p’s stable image regardless of the sequence 
in which members of the four classes distinguished in the social system under 
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analysis are encountered by p, provided that a member of each class is encountered 
at some point in the sequence of interactive events involving p. More generally, the 
image-generating process is of a Markov type and the stable image is an absorbing 
state of that process.
Thus, for the focal actor belonging to class HLL, the image [HH HLH HLL 
L] is the absorbing state of the image-formation process, because once the image 
is arrived at, it is reproduced with probability 1 in further episodes of interaction. 
Also, there are different paths leading to this absorbing state, where each such path 
is defi ned in terms of a sequence of probabilities of interaction with members of a 
particular class location. Therefore, the content of the absorbing state, or the stable 
image, is independent of particular path. Instead, all paths lead to that state and the 
sum over all paths is unity.3
Table 1    Stable images for class positions in the hypothetical social system
Focal actor Stable image
HHH [HHH HHL HL L]
HHL [HHH HHL HL L]
HLH [HH HLH HLL L]
HLL [HH HLH HLL L]
LHH [H LHH LHL LL]
LHL [H LHH LHL LL]
LLH [H LH LLH LLL]
LLL [H LH LLH LLL]
Using similar reasoning, one can derive stable images for all other class 
positions in the hypothetical social system. The images are shown in Table 1. As 
one can see, there are four types of stable images in the system: two higher-class 
perspectives in the form [HHH HHL HL L] and [HH HLH HLL L], respectively, 
and two lower-class perspectives in the form [H LHH LHL LL] and [H LH LLH 
LLL], respectively. Let us call the image developed by the members of the two top 
classes an upper higher-class image and the image developed by the members of 
classes 5 and 6 a lower higher-class image. Similarly, we will refer to the image 
developed by the members of the two bottom class as a lower lower-class image 
and to the image developed by the members of classes 3 and 4 as an upper lower-
class image. 
Let us now compare the contents of these images in terms of power, wealth, 
and skills as the three salient dimensions of stratifi cation in the system under 
study. The higher-class perspectives are shown in Table 2 and the lower-class 
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perspectives in Table 3. As one can see, the two higher-class images have one 
element in common, namely, the interpretation of the bottom of the social 
stratifi cation as an undifferentiated category of the powerless. Similarly, the 
two lower-class images have one common element, that is, the top of social 
stratifi cation is represented an undifferentiated category of the powerful. It would 
be interesting to investigate the implications, if any, of there being some common 
elements in the images of social stratifi cation held by members of objectively 
distinct class locations – for instance, incumbents of higher class locations may 
come to share social identity and class identifi cation as opposed to those who 
are perceived by them as simply ‘lower class’ – but this line of inquiry is left for 
future work.4
The stable images of social stratifi cation have several interesting properties. 
First, they are different at different class locations in the stratifi cation system. 
Second, they are reductions of the actual stratifi cation, as the number of classes in 
the stable images, or ‘image-classes’, as Fararo and Kosaka call them, is smaller 
than the number of classes in the actual stratifi cation. As we have seen, the number 
of image-classes in the stable images developed by members of the hypothetical 
community in the examples above was 4, while the number of class location in the 
system was 8. More generally, let ci be the number of categories, or classes, along 
the i-th characteristic and s the number of socially signifi cant characteristics in the 
system under study. Then, the number of image classes in the stable image, n, can 
be shown (Fararo and Kosaka 2003: 84) to be given by:
Table 2    Comparison of two higher class images of social structure
Upper higher-class image Lower higher-class image
The powerful, wealthy, and skilled The powerful and wealthy
The powerful, wealthy, and unskilled The powerful, not wealthy, and skilled
The powerful but not wealthy The powerful, not wealthy, and unskilled
The powerless The powerless
Table 3    Comparison of two lower-class images of social structure
Upper lower-class image Lower lower-class image
The powerful The powerful
The powerless, wealthy, and skilled The powerless and wealthy
The powerless, wealthy, and unskilled The powerless, not wealthy, and skilled
The powerless and not wealthy The powerless, not wealthy, and unskilled
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To illustrate, for s = 3 and c1 = c2 = c3 = 2, we have n = 4, as in the examples 
above.
Further, the images are order-preserving reductions: even though the number 
of image-classes is smaller, the classes which are ‘objectively’ higher are also seen 
as higher. More specifi cally, if class i is higher in the actual stratifi cation than class 
j, then class i is also mapped into a higher position than class j in the stable images, 
or, at the very least, two classes which are actually different may be perceived as 
being equal to one another. In the examples above, we have seen that those who 
are powerful are always seen as occupying higher positions than those who are 
not powerful. However, those who are powerful are divided into four distinct class 
locations in the actual stratifi cation, but, from the perspective of the lower-class 
actors, the four classes are indistinguishable.
Finally, the mapping from the actual stratifi cation into the stable image always 
loses some information, due to how the information-search process is assumed 
to operate (see Axiom 8). In other words, precisely because the information as to 
the class location of the other is sought only to the point that a class distinction is 
made, some of the classes are merged together in the stable images to constitute 
one broad undifferentiated social class. For instance, in the stable image developed 
by the actor HLL, the two top classes, HHH and HHL, are represented as a single 
class of the powerful and wealthy (HH), and the four lowest class locations are 
all represented as the powerless. This conclusion is consistent with an empirical 
fi nding common to much research on perception of inequality, namely, that social 
actors make fi ner distinctions about classes close to their own than about classes 
that are more removed.
All these conclusions are summarised by Fararo and Kosaka (2003: 73) in what 
they term stable-image theorem:
Theorem 2.1
If all axioms 1 thru 9 are satisfi ed, then the actors develop stable images of the 
stratifi cation system that have the following properties:
1.  Each stable image depends upon the class location of the focal actor.
2.  Each stable image is a homomorphism: an order preserving reduction of the 
actual system.
3.  Each stable image makes fi ner class distinctions among nearby classes than 
among more remote class locations in the stratifi cation system.
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Self-location in the stratifi ed system
An important property of the stable image is the actor’s perception, or evaluation, 
of his or her own class position; this is the problem of ‘self-location’ or ‘self-
placement’ in the stratifi ed system (Fararo and Kosaka 2003, ch. 4). From the 
point of view of Fararo-Kosaka theory, the problem is secondary relative to the 
process leading to the stable image, and the stable image itself. This is the case 
because, in order to be able to make judgements regarding their own location in a 
system, social actors fi rst have to acquire some perspective on how that system is 
stratifi ed. 
Fararo and Kosaka proposed a formula for deriving the focal actor’s self-
location in the stable image of the stratifi ed system. Let α denote the rank of the 
focal actor’s class in that actor’s stable image. Also, let ri(p) be the focal actor’s 
rank in the i-th dimension of social stratifi cation. Thus, in our example of the 
three-dimensional social system, the focal actor HLL has r1(p) = 2, r2(p) = 1, and 
r3(p) = 1. Finally, we let s denote the number of socially signifi cant dimensions. 
Then, Fararo and Kosaka (2003: 87) state the following result:
Theorem 2.2
If all axioms 1 thru 9 are satisfi ed, the rank α of the focal actor’s class in that 
actor’s stable image is invariant over all possible lexicographic orderings of the s 
dimensions of stratifi cation and is given by:
To illustrate, let us consider our hypothetical three-dimensional social system. 
Thus, s = 3 in this example. As noted above, the actor HLL has r1(p) = 2, r2(p) = 
1, and r3(p) = 1, which, after substituting into (2) above, yields α = 2. Suppose, 
however, that in another community power, wealth, and skills are also the only 
salient characteristics, but their ordering is different, such that wealth is most 
salient, followed by power and skills, respectively. In that community, the actor 
who is powerful, but not wealthy and unskilled (i.e. our focal actor in the examples 
above) is now represented by LHL and has r1(p) = 1, r2(p) = 2, and r3(p) = 1, which, 
after appropriate substitutions, yields, again, α = 2. This illustrates the property of 
invariance referred to in Theorem 2.2.
An important consequence follows from that theorem (Fararo and Kosaka 
2003: 89): 
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Corollary 2.1
Any two actors whose ranks ri have the same sum will self-locate themselves, in 
their respective images, in the same relative position.
In order to see that consequence, let us once again consider our hypothetical 
three-dimensional system. In that system, some actors are predicted to have the 
same self-locations even though they actually occupy different class positions. For 
instance, according to Theorem 2.2, ‘the powerful, but not wealthy and unskilled’ 
(HLL) are objectively higher than ‘the powerless, not wealthy, but skilled’ (LLH), 
and yet both classes will come to view their position as second from the bottom. 
Recall, however, that ‘the bottoms’ are quite different from one another: in the 
former case, the bottom of the system is constituted by the undifferentiated category 
of the powerless, while in the latter case the bottom is seen as comprising only the 
powerless, not wealthy, and unskilled.
There is even more striking consequence of Theorem 2.2, as stated in the 
following corollary (Fararo and Kosaka, 2003: 91): 
Corollary 2.2
Reversal of the comparative positions in the actual class system and in the 
stable images can occur. 
In order to illustrate this statement, let us consider two actors: one is located 
in position HLL and the other in position LHH. In terms of position in the actual 
stratifi cation, the former actor’s rank is 5, and the latter actor’s is 4 from the 
bottom, so actor HLL is higher in the actual stratifi cation structure than actor LHH. 
However, by Theorem 2.2, actor HLL has α = 2, while actor LHH has α = 3. In 
other words, actor LHH views his or her own position as third from the bottom, and 
actor HLL views his or her own position as second from the bottom, even though 
in the actual stratifi cation these actors’ positions stand in reversed relation.
Placing others in the stratifi ed system
Let us now turn to applying Fararo-Kosaka theory to the study of how one perceives 
social positions of others in the stratifi ed system. There are several reasons for this 
question to be investigated thoroughly. An important reason is that it can aid in 
understanding how social distances are perceived by members of the social system 
under study. To give an example, social surveys sometimes ask respondents to 
indicate where they think members of certain occupations, such as unskilled 
worker or doctor in a general practice, fi t in the social stratifi cation.5 Provided that 
we are able to characterise both the respondents and the various occupations they 
are to place in the stratifi ed system in terms of ranks along several dimensions, we 
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are then able to use the resources of Fararo-Kosaka theory to generate predictions 
as to the statuses assigned by the respondents to those occupations. In turn, these 
predictions can be compared with the subjects’ actual responses in order to check 
if the predictions are accurate. What is more, such a test would be much more 
rigorous than if self-locations were predicted instead and compared with the actual 
ones. In order to see this, consider the following argument.
Suppose that we are interested in deciding between two theories, one of which 
is Fararo-Kosaka theory, and the other is a theory that shares most axioms with 
Fararo-Kosaka theory, but makes a different assumption regarding how social 
actors process status-relevant information. Namely, let us imagine that the other 
theory postulates social actors to be motivated by an implicit goal of reducing 
status inconsistency in their images of social stratifi cation. Therefore, in searching 
for status-relevant information they focus on the largest possible subsets of ranks 
within which status-consistency exists.6 To give an example, if an actor’s position 
in the actual ordering is HHH, then the actor will be viewed as HHH, because the 
ranks he or she occupies in all the socially signifi cant dimensions constitute the 
largest possible subset of consistent ranks. Similarly, if another actor belongs to 
class HHL, then he or she will be seen as HH, since the position he or she occupies 
in the third dimension is inconsistent with the remaining two and, by the axiom 
above, will be discounted. Finally, an actor whose position is HLL will come to be 
seen as LL, because in this case it is the actor’s position along the fi rst dimension 
which is inconsistent with his or her positions in the other dimensions.
As applied to our hypothetical three-dimensional system, the alternative 
information-search assumption predicts, like the original Fararo-Kosaka theory, 
that members of that system develop stable images of social stratifi cation containing 
four image-classes. Unlike Fararo-Kosaka theory, however, the alternative theory 
predicts the stable images to be the same at each class location in the system and 
have the following form: [HHH HH LL LLL]. Further, the image does not preserve 
order – members of class LHH are represented in the image as HH, above those 
belonging to class HLL, who are represented as LL in the image, even though 
the latter are actually higher than the former in the objective ordering of class 
locations – and it merges together class locations that are objectively fairly distant 
from one another – classes HLL and LLH are merged together, for instance, and 
so are classes HHL and LHH.
Note, however, that in spite of all these differences between Fararo-Kosaka 
theory and its alternative, the two lead to exactly the same conclusion concerning 
self-location. This is shown in Table 4 which summarises predictions of the two 
theories as to the stable images and self-locations at each class location in the 
system under study. The conclusion, then, is that if the prediction concerning self-
location were consistent with relevant data, one wouldn’t be able to decide between 
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the two theories. Testing predictions regarding perception of the social positions of 
others, instead, would likely yield a result that would be discriminating. 
Table 4    Comparison of derivations from two theories (in columns 2 and 4 actors’ self 
locations are given in bold)
Fararo-Kosaka theory The alternative theory
Class location Stable image Self-location Stable images Self-location
HHH [HHH HHL HL L] 4 [HHH HH LL LLL] 4
HHL [HHH HHL HL L] 3 [HHH HH LL LLL] 3
HLH [HH HLH HLL L] 3 [HHH HH LL LLL] 3
HLL [HH HLH HLL L] 2 [HHH HH LL LLL] 2
LHH [H LHH LHL LL] 3 [HHH HH LL LLL] 3
LHL [H LHH LHL LL] 2 [HHH HH LL LLL] 2
LLH [H LH LLH LLL] 2 [HHH HH LL LLL] 2
LLL [H LH LLH LLL] 1 [HHH HH LL LLL] 1
Another reason for the interest in the problem of placing others in a stratifi ed 
system is that when subjects are asked to locate others rather than themselves, their 
assessment is likely to be more impartial, because self-location may be coloured 
by self-interest. In other words, to the extent that a bias resulting from self-interest 
actually operates, it can introduce more or less serious distortions into subjects’ 
evaluation of their own location. Arguably, these distortions are absent when the 
subjects make judgements concerning others’ social positions rather than one’s 
own.7
The latter observation suggests that Fararo-Kosaka theory shares many 
important features with the theory of comparison processes by Jasso (2006b). In 
both theories, there are two types of actors: on the one hand, observers who make 
judgements regarding either location in the social structure or justice issues and, 
on the other hand, the observed, or those whose situation is being assessed. When 
the observer and the observed are two different persons, then the judgement by the 
former is termed nonrefl exive. When they are the same person, the judgement is 
termed refl exive (Jasso and Wegener 1997).
Also, in comparison theory a distinction is made between an expressed justice 
evaluation and an experienced, or ‘true’, justice evaluation. In studying perceptions 
of justice, it is important that the latter be captured correctly, because it is the true 
justice evaluation which carries valid information on what observers think is just 
(Jasso and Wegener 1997). Similarly, in Fararo-Kosaka theory a distinction can 
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be made between an expressed status perception and an actual status perception. 
Consequently, it is important that the actual status perception is measured 
adequately, as it is the actual status perception which carries valid information on 
how status information is actually processed by the observers. A rigorous approach 
to estimating the true justice evaluation has been developed within comparison 
theory (Jasso 2007), but Fararo-Kosaka theory has yet to develop a method for 
capturing the actual status perception. The present paper is only a fi rst step in this 
direction.
Before presenting a theorem on how social actors locate others in the stratifi ed 
system, let me introduce some additional notation. By β I will denote the actual 
class location. That is, the actual position of the focal actor p in the stratifi ed system 
is written as β(p), and the actual position of the other is written as β(o). Also, I will 
modify the notation of the preceding section slightly, by writing α(p) to denote 
the focal actor’s self-location. More precisely, αp(p) means p’s location in p’s own 
stable image of social structure. Consequently, αp(o) means the other’s position in 
p’s stable image. 
The point of departure here is similar to that for the problem of self-location. 
Namely, locating an other in the stratifi ed system amounts to locating him or her 
in one’s own image of that system. Now, if the focal actor fi nds the difference 
between self and other in the g-th dimension of stratifi cation, the rank the focal 
actor assigns to the other can be determined using the following theorem:
Theorem 2.3
If all axioms 1 thru 9 are satisfi ed, the rank αp(o) of actor’s o position in the stable 
image held by actor p is given by:
where g denotes the rank order in the lexicographic ordering of the dimension in 
which the distinction between p and o is found.
The logic underlying the theorem is rather straightforward and can be explicated 
as follows. Because the difference between self and other is found only on the g-
th dimension, it means they are status equals along all the dimensions preceding 
g in the lexicographic ordering. If the other is found to be located above (below) 
the focal actor along the g-th dimension, then the difference between their statuses 
along dimension g has to be added to (subtracted from) p’s self location. However, 
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this is not enough to determine o’s rank in p’s stable image of social stratifi cation, 
because, by Axiom 1, if o is higher (lower) than p along dimension g, o is also 
higher (lower) than actors who are higher (lower) than p along all dimensions 
following g in the lexicographic ordering. For each dimension h following g, 
there are  classes above p and  classes below p, and these 
quantities must also be added to or subtracted from p’s self-location, respectively, 
in determining o’s location in p’s stable image.
To illustrate, if the focal actor belongs to class HLL and is involved in an 
encounter with a member of class HHL, then the process of information search is 
terminated on the second dimension where they differ by one position. Also, HHL 
are not only above HLL, but also above HLH who differ with HLL by one position 
along the third dimension. Therefore, in order to determine the other’s position 
in the focal actor’s image, one has to add two to the latter’s self-location. In the 
previous discussion, HLL were shown to believe themselves to be located on the 
second position from the bottom. Consequently, it is predicted that they believe 
HHL to be located on the fourth position from the bottom, or fi rst from the top. 
This prediction is consistent with the stable images shown in Table \ref{stable}, 
where HHL are represented as HH in the stable image held by HLL.
Also, the quantities  and  in Theorem 2.3 
are the greater, the more dimensions there are following g in the lexicographic 
ordering, which implies that the sooner the distinction between self and other is 
made, the greater is the subjectively felt distance between self and other. 
It would be interesting to investigate substantive implications of this theorem, 
but this is left for future work. In this paper, my interest is in using this theorem 
for the purpose of designing a rigorous test of Fararo-Kosaka theory, which is 
described in a further section.
ISSUES IN TESTING FARARO-KOSAKA THEORY
There have been several attempts to test Fararo-Kosaka theory empirically 
using data from general social surveys carried out on large probability samples 
of nation-wide populations. In their monograph, Fararo and Kosaka (2003, ch. 
7) used data from a Japanese survey study on social stratifi cation and mobility. 
They identifi ed fi ve salient dimensions of stratifi cation – income, education, 
prestige of occupation, assets, and lifestyle – and within each of the dimensions 
fi ve statuses were defi ned. Assigning respondents to relevant status categories in 
these fi ve dimensions made prediction of the respondents’ class identifi cations 
possible, using the axioms outlined in a previous section. The predictions were 
in turn compared with responses to a class-identifi cation item that was included 
in the survey questionnaire. Finally, the familiar Goodman and Kruskall’s γ was 
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used to measure the agreement between observation and prediction, even though 
what γ actually measures is association rather than agreement (Agresti, 2002, ch. 
10). In any case, the strength of association between observed and predicted class 
identifi cation turned out to be rather moderate, which challenged Fararo-Kosaka 
theory’s ability to explain the data.
Karpinski (2005) also tried to test Fararo-Kosaka theory empirically, using data 
from Polish social surveys. His analysis made use of more complex statistical 
techniques than those used in Fararo and Kosaka’s study in that he used log-
linear models for matched pairs (Agresti 2002, ch. 10) to explore the structure of 
agreement between observed and predicted class identifi cation. But the logic of 
Karpiński’s (2005) study is similar to that of Fararo and Kosaka’s and it is equally 
inconclusive. Hence, the results obtained in these analyses cannot be said to have 
falsifi ed Fararo-Kosaka theory for a number of reasons. Let us now review them 
briefl y.
First, because they are based on probability samples of a nation-wide population, 
social surveys are typically conducted in conditions that already exist in a society, 
conditions over which the investigator has no control, and these conditions are 
likely to depart substantially from those required by the theory. In other words, 
general social surveys are usually aimed at description of a particular society rather 
than testing a particular sociological theory. Consequently, much emphasis in 
designing social surveys is put on ensuring that the sample is representative of the 
society (in regard to relevant characteristics) rather than making sure that data be 
collected under conditions that fall into some theory’s scope. Also, because general 
social surveys are typically based on a random sample of all adult members of a 
population their usability in empirical tests of Fararo-Kosaka theory is problematic, 
given that its scope is restricted to those persons who are immobile. To be sure, it 
is quite common for sociologists to control for mobility in social survey studies, 
it is important to recognise, however, that the operationalisation of mobility that 
is typical of most sociological studies of the topic is inconsistent with how the 
concept is treated in Fararo-Kosaka theory (For the treatment of social mobility in 
that theory, see Fararo and Kosaka 2003, ch. 6). Hence, general social survey data 
– such as those used by Fararo and Kosaka (2003, ch. 7) and by Karpinski (2005) 
in their analyses – do not meet the scope conditions of Fararo-Kosaka theory, and 
if empirical evidence doesn’t meet the theory’s scope conditions it cannot be used 
to evaluate the theory (Cohen 1989; Foschi 1997; Walker and Cohen 1985).
Second, in order to predict subjects’ class identifi cation using the axioms of 
Fararo-Kosaka theory, one needs two pieces of information: (i) the information 
on the characteristics which constitute the socially signifi cant dimensions in the 
society under study, and (ii) the information on how the dimensions are internally 
stratifi ed. Only then is a researcher able to reconstruct the society’s lexicographic 
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ordering and apply the other axioms to it. The problem with the aforementioned tests 
of Fararo-Kosaka theory, however, is that their authors selected the dimensions, 
and defi ned the status categories within them, arbitrarily, without attempting to 
justify their choices in any way. Therefore, it is diffi cult to say if the failure to 
reproduce the data accurately enough is due to bad theory or unfounded decisions 
by the researchers.
Third, the previous tests of Fararo-Kosaka theory used class identifi cation as 
the ‘dependent variable’. That is, these tests used responses to a class-identifi cation 
question as a basis with which to compare predictions of Fararo-Kosaka theory. 
The choice seems reasonable, given that in chapter 4 of their monograph Fararo and 
Kosaka introduce another axiom which relates self-locations in the stable images 
to class identifi cations in a social survey (see footnote 4). However, it is important 
to recognise that using class identifi cation as a dependent variable in empirical 
tests of Fararo-Kosaka theory amounts to testing for two processes at the same 
time, the fi rst one being mapping from actual class location in the stratifi ed system 
to self-location in a stable image of that system, and the other being mapping 
from the self-location to class identifi cation. This creates problems with the 
interpretation of the results of the test when the results are negative, that is, when 
the theoretical prediction departs substantially from the empirical observation, 
because, under such circumstances, one can never know if the departure is due to 
invalid conceptualisation of the fi rst of the two said processes, or of the second, 
or both. Testing for each of these processes separately, therefore, would allow for 
avoiding such ambiguities.
To sum up, the previous tests of Fararo-Kosaka theory (Fararo and Kosaka 
2003; Karpiński 2005) are inconclusive as to whether or not the theory is false 
and the major reason for their being so is that they used inappropriate empirical 
evidence. That evidence is inappropriate, because it wasn’t collected specifi cally 
to test that theory and it only superfi cially coincides with the theory’s scope. This 
is a refl ection of a more general point: for empirical evidence to be usable in a test 
of a theory analytical procedures for obtaining the evidence should be designed 
by theoretical ides which was certainly not the case in regard to the early tests of 
Fararo-Kosaka theory. Let us now turn to outlining a research design that satisfi es 
the axioms of Fararo-Kosaka theory and enables direct and rigorous test of some 
of its predictions.
VIGNETTE ANALYSIS AND ITS APPLICATION TO EMPIRICAL TESTS OF 
FARARO-KOSAKA THEORY
The objective of this section is to describe succinctly the main features of vignette 
analysis, a research technique that is suitable for a systematic investigation into 
the structure of judgements, both positive and normative, made by subjects. The 
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technique was developed by (Rossi, 1979) in order to study popular perceptions of 
social status (Nock and Rossi, 1978), but the range of its applications has become 
much wider than that, including studies on the perceptions of justice of earnings 
(Alves and Rossi 1978; Jasso and Webster 1999), justice of punishments (Jasso 
1998), migration (Jasso 1988), to give just a few examples. Jasso (2006a) provides 
a complete and formal overview of the framework for vignette analysis, including 
examples of studies as well as the types of questions that can reasonably be asked 
and answered using this technique.
A vignette is a description of a fi ctitious entity – such as a person, family, 
organisation – in terms of a few characteristics whose impact on the judgement 
made by subjects is being studied. The vignettes are shown to the subjects whose 
task is to rate each vignette in terms of a criterion specifi ed by the researcher. To 
illustrate, in the context of empirical tests of Fararo-Kosaka theory, each vignette 
could describe fi ctitious persons in terms of positions they occupy on several 
dimensions of stratifi cation and the subjects’ task would be to assign class location 
to each vignette.
A typical vignette study consists in four general steps (for a complete description 
of the procedure, see Jasso 2006a): 
1)  choosing the set of characteristics, as well as their levels, in terms of which 
the fi ctitious entities are to be described, 
2)  creating ‘the population’ of all logically possible combinations of all levels 
of the characteristics, 
3)  drawing random samples – called decks – from the population of vignettes 
for presentation to respondents, and 
4)  specifying the rating task for respondents, that is, defi ning the criterion 
according to which the fi ctitious entities are to be judged by participants in 
the study.
To illustrate, in the study I am planning to do to test Fararo-Kosaka theory, I 
will use four characteristics: wealth, education, occupation, and gender, keeping 
many other characteristics constant. That is, participants will be told that they are 
going to be shown a number of descriptions of fi ctitious persons who are of the 
same age, unmarried, live in a large city in Poland, and have worked continuously 
and full-time since fi nishing school. 
As for the levels of the four characteristics, wealth will be defi ned in terms of 
the percentage of the monthly income that is spent on basic needs, such as food, 
and will take on four values: below 25%; at least 25%, but less that 50%; at least 
50%, but less than 75%; and 75% or more. The assumption here is that wealthier 
persons spend less of their monthly income on the basic needs. Also, I assume 
that operationalising the variable wealth in this manner will be less ambiguous for 
respondents than if amounts of income were used instead. The validity of the latter 
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assumption will be checked by in the study by a relevant item in the manipulation-
check questionnaire, given to respondents once they have rated the vignettes.
Education will be coded in terms of the highest level of education completed 
and will take on four values: tertiary education; post-secondary (non-tertiary) 
education; secondary education; basic vocational education completed and 
elementary education. 
As for occupation, its levels will be defi ned in terms of occupational prestige: 
high, medium, or low. Certainly, the labels ‘high’, ‘medium’, or ‘low’ will be 
instantiated with appropriate occupational titles. For instance, ‘doctor’, ‘engineer’, 
and ‘university professor’ will instantiate high prestige, while ‘janitor’ or ‘non-
skilled farm labourer’ may be used as instances of low-prestige occupations. Again, 
in order to see if the respondents perceive the prestige of occupations in line with 
this specifi cation an appropriate item will be included in the manipulation-check 
questionnaire. 
There will be three distinct occupational titles at each prestige level, which 
yields, in effect, nine different values of the characteristic ‘occupation’. Hence, 
cross-classifying the four characteristics – wealth, education, occupation, and 
gender – will give 4 × 4 × 9 × 2 = 288 distinct combinations, each combination 
being a vignette. However, not all of the combinations are logically possible. For 
instance, ‘university professor’ can occur only with ‘tertiary education’, therefore, 
combinations of ‘university professor’ with other levels of education have to be 
removed from the population of vignettes. Samples of vignettes for presentation to 
respondents will be drawn randomly from such a ‘reduced’ population.
For each vignette, the respondents will be asked to provide their evaluations of 
the social positions they think the fi ctitious persons occupy in the stratifi ed system. 
To be more specifi c, subjects will be told in the introductory phase of the study that 
people are often assigned to social positions, with some people being assigned to 
higher and other people being assigned to lower positions in the society. In turn, 
for each vignette, the respondents will answer the following question: ‘Suppose 
you were asked to assign this person to a social position. Here is a ten-point scale 
with smaller numbers indicating lower positions and greater numbers indicating 
higher positions. Please select a number that best represents your assessment of 
this person's position’. Because the statuses, or locations, assigned to social actors 
are interpreted as ranks in Fararo-Kosaka theory, the subjects will be asked to use 
integers only to represent their judgements. With four salient characteristics two 
of which have four internal ranks and the remaining two have three and two such 
ranks, respectively, the number of image-classes is predicted by formula (1) to be 
ten, which is why the rating task for respondents mentions a ten-point scale.
Once the respondents’ judgements have been collected, it is possible to regress 
them on the characteristics of the vignettes. For the sake of the regression analysis, 
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the levels of each characteristic will be coded as dummy variables, with the lowest 
level of each characteristic being the reference category. To illustrate, there will 
be three such dummy variables for wealth in my study, W4, W3, and W2, where 
W stands for ‘wealth’ and the subscripts indicate ranks along the characteristic. 
Hence, W4 equals one when a person spends less than 25% of his or her monthly 
budget on basic needs, and 0 otherwise; the remaining levels of wealth will be 
coded accordingly. Similarly, there will be three dummy variables for the degree 
of education – D4, D3 and D2 – and two for the prestige of occupation – P3 and P2. 
Finally, the dummy variable for gender will be denoted GM, assuming 1 for men 
and 0 for women. The resulting regression equation to be estimated has therefore 
the following form: 
 ,
where E denotes subjects’ evaluations of the social positions of the persons 
described in the vignettes. The equation will be estimated for each respondent in 
the study separately. Because the dependent variable in this equation is ordinal, the 
ordinary least squares model is not applicable and the models for ordered-response 
framework should be used instead (Long and Cheng 2004).
The slope coeffi cients are informative of how much each independent variable 
contributes to the subjects’ perceptions of social distance. Hence, they can be used 
to determine how salient the characteristics are in the eyes of particular respondents, 
since, in line with the prediction 2.3, greater differences between self and other 
along more salient characteristics translate into greater perceived distances between 
self and other. 
Also, at the beginning of the study the subjects will be asked to fi ll in a short 
questionnaire containing items regarding their own location along the four 
dimensions of interest. Responses to these items, together with the estimates 
of the dimensions’ salience for each respondent enable one to ‘reconstruct’ the 
images of social stratifi cation held by the subjects. And once the images have 
been reconstructed, one can go on to perform three types of tests. For subjects at 
the same class location, evaluations of their subjective social distances between 
self and the various others described in the vignettes can be compared. Note, 
however, that these evaluations can differ considerably if there are differences 
among the subjects at the same class location as to how they order the dimensions 
in regard to salience.8 But if both the subjects’ class locations and the ordering of 
the characteristics are kept constant, one should expect agreement in the social 
distance evaluations. Hence, checking for this agreement would provide one test 
of Fararo-Kosaka theory’s soundness.
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But this agreement, while necessary, will not suffi ce to conclude that the theory 
is right. That is, if the social distance evaluations by subjects at the same class 
location whose images of stratifi cation are identical were not in agreement, this 
alone would be enough to reject the theory. But if they were in agreement, it 
wouldn’t have to mean that the theory is correct. Arguably, every sociological 
theory of images of stratifi cation would predict that people located at the same 
position in the society have the same image of its stratifi cation. Thus, the fi nding 
that there is agreement in the social distance evaluations would be in line with any 
theory of images of stratifi cation. 
However, Fararo-Kosaka theory predicts that not only those who share a class 
location, but also those who occupy the same position in all dimensions but the 
last one, will come to develop the same images of social stratifi cation (Fararo and 
Kosaka 2003, ch. 3). Table 1 illustrates this: positions HHH and HHL differ only in 
regard to the third dimension and stable images at these positions are identical. The 
same observations concerns the three remaining pairs of positions: HLH and HLL, 
LHH and LHL, and LLH and LLL. Therefore, a second way of testing Fararo-
Kosaka theory’s soundness would be to compare social distance evaluations by 
actors who are identical with respect to all the characteristics under study except 
for the one that is least salient in their images of social stratifi cation. 
Finally, Theorem 2.3 allows for predicting social distance evaluations by actors 
at different locations. These predictions can be then compared with responses 
obtained in the vignette study to see if the former agree with the latter. This would 
result in a direct test of the theory’s prediction.
At this point, it is useful to consider the advantages of using vignettes in a direct 
test of Fararo-Kosaka theory. First, by selecting the characteristics, and specifying 
their levels, the researcher establishes the criteria that the subjects will use in 
evaluating the social distances. Second, the characteristics, as well as their levels, 
do not change throughout the study, which helps to satisfy the Axiom 2 (stability 
of stratifi cation system) of Fararo-Kosaka theory. Third, because the vignettes are 
rated one at a time, the research design satisfi es Axiom 4 (stream of interactive 
events), according to which social encounters leading to stable images involve 
pairs of actors. Fourth, the axiom also requires that the series of encounters be long 
enough for each subject to be able to acquire a stable image of stratifi cation. By 
carefully designing a sampling scheme to be used in selecting the vignette samples, 
one is able to satisfy that part of Axiom 4 as well. Fifth, because for the duration 
of the study the subjects remain at their class locations, the vignette design allows 
for meeting the scope condition of Axiom 3, too. Finally, Axiom 7 requires that, in 
the social system under study, no two class locations are isolated from one another. 
Once again, using an appropriate sampling design will contribute to meeting this 
requirement.
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One other advantage of using vignettes in empirical tests of Fararo-Kosaka 
theory should be noted. There have been many hypotheses in sociology specifying 
how status information is processed by social actors (for a review of the various 
hypotheses, see Berger et. al. 1992). Thus, it is interesting to test predictions of 
Fararo-Kosaka theory against predictions obtained by employing the alternative 
status-processing mechanisms. If the former turned out to fi t the data better than 
any of the latter, this would provide very strong support for Fararo-Kosaka theory 
and would contribute to the growth of sociological knowledge through competition 
between alternative theories (Wagner and Berger 1985). And the vignette design 
does allow for such a test.
SUMMARY
This paper is an exercise in designing theory-driven research.9 In this type of 
research, the theory provides a set of guidelines or requirements for the research 
setting that is to be used in testing the theory. By attending carefully to a theoretical 
model of interest and replicating its features in a research setting – in particular, 
the model’s scope conditions – the researcher makes sure that observations carried 
out within that setting will provide empirical material that is appropriate for testing 
the model.
For a research design to be theory-driven, it must replicate intrinsic features 
of the process explained by the theory. Fararo-Kosaka theory concerns a process 
through which stable images of social stratifi cation emerge out of social interaction 
as its unintended consequence. The theory views social interaction in terms of 
a series of pairwise encounters between actors who are motivated to making a 
distinction between self and other in terms of the location in the social stratifi cation. 
In order to make that distinction, social actors search for information regarding the 
other’s placement along the socially signifi cant, or salient, dimensions, and the 
information they are satisfi ed with is suffi cient for this distinction to made rather 
than optimal.
In this paper, a design for a controlled test of Fararo-Kosaka theory has been 
proposed. A theorem has been derived in this paper which allows for predicting 
ranks, or statuses, that a person assigns to other members of the system under 
study. Alternatively, the theorem can be said to predict distances that the person 
perceives to exist between him or her and the various others. Finally, the theorem 
is used to plan a study in which subjects rate a series of vignettes, or descriptions 
of fi ctitious person in terms of a number of socially signifi cant characteristics. 
As described in the previous section, an important advantage of the proposed 
design is that allows for meeting the axioms of Fararo-Kosaka theory and 
reproducing essential aspects of the process of social interaction, as envisioned 
by that theory.
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The paper has provided only a general outline of the research design. There 
are still other elements which have to be taken into consideration in carrying out 
the study. These elements include, on the one hand, issues pertaining to recruiting 
subjects and assigning them to conditions of the study. On the other hand, there 
are issues relating to checking, by means of special manipulation checks (Foschi, 
2007), if the proposed procedures and operationalisations are successful. These 
are, certainly, important problems, but I’m not going to discuss them here. Instead, 
their analysis is left for a separate paper.
NOTES
1  To be precise, this applies to the core theory in Fararo and Kosaka’s theoretical research 
programme, and Fararo and Kosaka (2003, ch. 6) propose an elaboration of this core 
formulation in which impact of social mobility on image transformation is considered. 
In this paper, I focus on the core theory, however, because it is often useful to test 
a theory beginning with a relatively simple case. Certainly, the extension of Fararo-
Kosaka theory to social mobility can be tested in future, once this relatively simple case 
is worked out.
2  The notational convention here is that images of stratifi cation developed by social actors 
are shown in square brackets, where the right-hand end corresponds to the bottom and 
the left-hand one to the top of the hierarchy of social classes.
3  Due to space limitations, I omit the proof of this proposition. For an elaboration of this 
point, see Fararo (1973, ch. 12) and Fararo and Kosaka (2003, ch. 3).
4  In their monograph, Fararo and Kosaka (2003, ch. 4) discuss the problem of class 
identifi cation in a social survey in considerable detail, but their treatment of the problem 
is different from the one suggested above. Fararo and Kosaka’s approach can be stated 
as follows: suppose that members of the three-dimensional system described above take 
part in a social survey and are asked a question concerning their class identifi cation, with 
a menu of alternatives comprising three categories: upper class, middle class, lower class. 
Now, given that members of the system develop images with four classes each, how 
are these classes mapped into the three-categories scheme provided by an interviewer? 
Fararo and Kosaka (2003, ch. 4) propose their own answer to this question, but due to 
space limitations I don not discuss it in this paper.
5  ‘The Social Inequality’ module of the International Social Survey Programme, fi elded in 
1987, 1992, and 1999 is an example of such study.
6  For an overview and empirical test of this and several other hypotheses concerning 
processing of status information in a different theoretical framework, consult Balkwell 
et al. (1992) and Berger et al. (1992).
7  Hegtvedt (2006) makes a similar point in regard to a social-psychological framework for 
studying justice.
8  Implicit in Fararo and Kosaka’s original presentation of the theory is the assumption 
that all members of the society agree on the relative signifi cance of the dimensions of 
stratifi cation. In the present formulation, this assumption is relaxed.
9  A thorough and readable overview of theory-driven research, as contrasted with empiricist 
research, and with particular attention to experimental research, is discussed by Willer 
and Walker (2007).
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